The Mind of the Terrorist
The U.S. government has awarded $12 million to the University of Maryland, College Park, to set up a center for behavioral and social research on terrorism-what its director Gary LaFree calls "the social science equivalent of the Manhattan Project."
The center is the fourth in a network of "centers of excellence" devoted to various aspects of terrorism funded by the Department of Homeland Security. LaFree, a criminologist, says this one will study how terrorist groups form and recruit, what motivates them, and how they pick their targets. It will pull together teams from around the country to investigate areas that have received little attention in the past. "We need more than studies of the small number who become terrorists" and must explore the "pyramid" of which they are the tip, says LaFree.
Jerrold Post, head of the political psychology program at George Washington University in Washington, D.C., says the center faces a "very important challenge. 
Terrorists in training?
Image not available for online use. Moving target. Can the science of visual perception help win pro basketball games? Maybe, say the Dallas Mavericks, but it's not worth the trouble.
In three of the team's games this season, employees of the NBA team attempted to coordinate crowd behavior to distract the other team's players when they shot free throws. Acting on cue, supporters in the stands waved balloons in sync rather than randomly, creating the appearance of a moving background. Contrasted with the harmless blur produced by random waving-in which the movements of individual balloons cancel one another out-this effect was expected to make the shot more difficult.
The project was a success, says Daniel Engber, a neuroscientist-turnedwriter who suggested the idea to Mavericks' owner Mark Cuban (inset) and later wrote about it in the online magazine Slate (slate.msn.com/id/2111939). Overall, Engber claims, Mavericks' opponents were 8% less accurate at the line during the three games-all victories-than the league average.
Despite that success, Cuban decided not to stick with the strategy. "It's impossible to control 500 people sitting behind the basket," he told Science in an e-mail. 
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